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INTEGRATIoNTHEoRYANDFUNCTIoNALANALYSIS

Time : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks:100

Note : Attempt any five questions. All questions ctury equal marks

1. State and prove Hahn decomposition theorem'

2. (a) Define Baire set and prove that every Baire set is o - f inite.
(U) f.or. that the union of a sequence of outer regular sets is outer regular.

3. Show that the linear space R" ;f all n-tuples .r = (x1, Xz, ... . xn) of real number is

Banach space under the norm 
1

ll r ll= (Zl=rlxil')z
4. (a)LetNbeanonzeronormedlinearspaceandlet 5 = [xelV:llxll < 1] bealinear

,,rUtpu.. of N. prove that N is a Banach space if and only it S is cornplete'

(b) Let T be a linear transformation of a normed linear space N into another normed

Iinear space N, then pjrove that T is continuous if and only it T is continuous at origin.

5. (a) Let M be a closed linear subspace of a mormed linear space N and @ be the

naturalmappingof N. onto fi definedbv 0(r) =x*M provethat Q isacontinuous

linear transformation for which ll0ll < 1.

ifrimt N he a normed linear spase and suppose hvo norms llllr and llll2 are defined on

N. Then these norms are equivalent if and only if there exists positive real numbers m

and M such that mllxllr S llxllz < Mllxlh , for every x in N
6, State and prove closed graph theorem.
7. (a) prove that a closed 

"onr.* 
subset c of a Hilbert space H contains a unique vector of

smallest norm.
(b) Let s be a non empty subset of a Hilbert space H then Sa is a closed linear

subspace of it.
8. (a) If M is a closed linear subspace of a Hilbert space H then prove that H = M@ML

(b) State and prove Bessel's inequality.
g. Let T be an operator on a flilbert space H'

Then 3 a unique operator T* on H such that
(Tx,y)-(x,T.Y) *x,YeH

10. (a) If T is an operato" or, 
" 

Hilbert space H, then (Tx,x) = g, Yx e H if and

onlyifT=0
(b) Any arbritrary operator T on a Hilbert sp&ce H can be uniquely expressed as

T =Tr+iTz where T1 and T2 areself adjointoperatorson H.


